
ENTRY-LEVEL DEVICE
This robust, non-touch

model includes the latest
Intel processor, a unique
OceanGlass™ touchpad,
certification to the latest

tougher (MIL-STD-810H)
US military toughness

specifications and a 12-
hour battery life.

We are phasing in the use of Chromebooks. This will allow our learners to develop crucial
technological soft skills and allow them to engage, without difficulty, in interactive dynamic tasks.
Each Chromebook MUST have a Chrome Education Upgrade (CEU) licence through which our
school’s IT support can define applications that students can use, and can disable or block
applications during school hours that students don’t need or that are potentially harmful. Please
note that we are not recommending laptops as we are not in a position to support learner laptop
devices yet.

E-DEVICE
SPECS

2023

OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
ACER CHROMEBOOK

511 (C734)

ACER CHROMEBOOK
SPIN 511 (R753T)

NON-STYLUS)

ACER CHROMEBOOK
SPIN 512 (R853T)

WITH STYLUS

MID-LEVEL DEVICE PREMIUM LEVEL DEVICE
The mid-level device is the

Acer Chromebook Spin 511
(R753T | NON-STYLUS).

This multi-touch device still
enjoys the 360 convertible

11.6” display with its 4
usage modes, world-facing

camera, state of the art
processor, and now

classified to the latest
tougher (MIL-STD-810H)

US military toughness
specifications. This device
does NOT include stylus

support.

This multi-touch device still
enjoys the 360 convertible

display, with its 4 usage
modes, 12-inch IPS display

with 3:2 aspect ratio,
antimicrobial treatment, a

world-facing camera, state
of the art processor, and

now classified to the latest
tougher (MIL-STD-810H)

US military toughness
specifications. Additionally
this device will house 8GB
DDR4 RAM, a Quad-Core

processor, and a USI Stylus
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OPTION 1
Through a dedicated online store.  The device will come with a CEU
licence and will be delivered to the school at no extra cost.
Queries:  rycherde@icloudedu.co.za
Orders placed through:  https://rhenish.chromestore.co.za/  

OPTION 2
Parents are free to purchase a device from any alternative supplier
but the compulsory Chrome Education Upgrade (CEU) licence is
only available from the online store.  This can be bought as a
stand-alone item.

https://rhenish.chromestore.co.za/

